To all our offer holders

We are very sorry that we have missed the opportunity to meet you in person and show you around our wonderful Law School at this year’s visit day.

I’d urge you to watch our 360 tour to get a feel for the environment you could be learning in if you decide you want to study law with us. From the Hogwarts style Great Hall to the state-of-the-art Lady Hale Moot Court – this is where we hope you’ll find the doors are opened to your future career, whether in law or elsewhere.

As part of the University of Bristol Law School you’ll become part of a vibrant international community, studying in a world-leading Law School (#47 in the world, THE University World Rankings) in the largest legal region outside of London (CBRE Law in the Regions).

This means being supported by academics and alumni that are leaders in their fields, gaining access to the global law firms based in the city that support our employability initiatives – and developing brilliant prospects and opportunities for top-flight careers in law and beyond.

Whilst it is unfortunate that you won’t be able to experience the unique atmosphere of Bristol first hand on this occasion, we are sure our virtual visit day will see you discover why studying here will enable you to achieve more with your law degree than you ever thought possible.

Additional information about study at the University of Bristol Law School can be found at www.bristol.ac.uk/law/domore. Here, amongst other things, you will find links to interviews and films featuring staff and students - including our latest Law Clinic playlist which highlights how our students are gaining essential legal skills whilst providing an invaluable service to the community.

We look forward to virtually greeting you on the 23rd April – and to meeting, in person, those of you that join us when the new academic year commences.

All the best

Professor Ken Oliphant
Head of School